Press Release

i2Lab Industrial Innovations

THE NEW INNOVATIVE START-UP OF THE SEDAPTA GROUP IS BORN
Genoa, November 23rd 2021 - sedApta Group is pleased to announce the establishment of i2Lab
Srl. The new company has been set up by A&C Consulting Srl and Atomos Hyla SpA, a sedApta
Group company specialized in consulting services and integrated technological solutions in the
Supply Chain area.
The new company can count on a team of experts who have been working successfully for more
than 20 years in Italian and international manufacturing companies. A team of experts with
exclusive skills in the industrial and services sectors, in terms of technologies, experience and
processes knowledge.
Our company offers consulting services for the design, implementation and commissioning of
integrated solutions for Industry 4.0, with the corresponding maintenance services for missioncritical applications. It supports companies in their journey towards digital transformation.
“Our customers are experiencing a deep transformation of digitalization of business processes”
says Alberto Costanzo, CEO of i2Lab. "The integration of IT and OT technologies can create an
interconnected ecosystem in which all business assets, such as people, machines, equipment and
products, can generate and exchange data, with the aim of improving the competitiveness of the
company and the entire supply chain. Enterprises are investing mainly on Industrial Internet of
Things, the real engine of the whole 4.0 paradigm, analytics able of processing big data, artificial
intelligence and cybersecurity, also because a smart and always connected company is exposed to
high risks of external attacks. This is why the collaboration with Atomos Hyla and sedApta Group
was born; the goal is to help our customers in their digital transformation journey."
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“The deep and consolidated skills and specializations of the team of consultants make the inclusion
of i2Lab in the sedApta Group the necessary extension and evolution of the company know-how."
comments Giorgio Cuttica, CEO of the sedApta Group and President of the new company. “This is
fully part of our goal of managing an increasingly effective and innovative service level, in
collaboration with other companies already present in the Group both in Italy and abroad, in order
to support customers towards a more complete digital transformation."

About sedApta Group:
sedApta is an international software provider headquartered in Genoa, Italy. Through its
subsidiaries and partner network, sedApta has rapidly expanded to become a key player in the
market of the innovative global supply chain digitization and Industry 4.0. Today, sedApta supports
more than 1,000 manufacturing companies in different countries and can now count on a team of
more than 450 people specialized in Smart Manufacturing solutions.
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